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newearth project - Sierra Leone

leading the African continent into a sustainable & sovereign renaissance

what is the NewEarth project?
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a worldwide movement of creative and dynamic people & institutions focused on
developing a sovereign & sustainable planetary society
matching civil-society, government, breakthrough technological solutions &
sustainable economics to forge a historic mission......
manifesting a world beyond war, poverty & disease
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from unsustainable steel and concrete infrastructures.......to inspired, affordable sustainable living
from densely populated impoverishment to thriving and self-sustaining agrarian communities
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The Vision: Sierra Leone as a planetary examplar
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where government and civil society are both the participants and beneficiaries
of a pioneering and historic full-spectrum social-experiment
manifesting a thriving self-sustaining community of 5000 expatriot residents,
international visitors & students focused on placing Sierra Leone as a planetary leader
in robust ecological & health-tourism
an integrated network of newearth resorts, newearth learning faculties, health clinics
& spas, botanical gardens, organic permacultured farms, and residential dwellings living and learning alongside the local Sierra Leonian population
empowering Sierra Leone’s people - exemplifying Sierra Leone’s government
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a historic initiative uniting local citizens with 5000 international residents, students & visitors
focused toward promoting dynamic health-tourism and eco-tourism for Sierra Leone

H. E. Ernest Bai Koroma the President of
Sierra Leone & H. E. Victor Bockarie Foh
Vice President of Sierra Leone.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING
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linking up a nation-wide network of decentralised, self-powered, self-sustaining communities

Phase One

Phase Two

NewEarth Initiative (Humanitad) to liaise with
Bishop Samuel Ndanema and draft a proposal
/ memorandum for the attention of H. E. Ernest
Bai Koroma the President of Sierra Leone and
H. E. Victor Bockarie Foh Vice President of Sierra
Leone.

NewEarth Media to design & develop an immersive
NewEarth Sierra Leone web-portal as the catalyst
for engaging the public--at-large and generating
international marketing & crowd-financing.

NewEarth delegation to visit Sierra Leone in
Autumn 2016 to formalise the initiative agreement
and meet with all relevant bodies, individuals
and agencies.
Establishment of a working committee in Sierra
Leone comprising of selected officials, volunteers
(and any domestic stakeholders / entrepreneurs
wishing to benefit from the commercial elements).

Evaluate the available regional
governmental concessions.

Phase Three

and

Generate broad financing from investors as well
as local & international stakeholders in: - NewEarth
Havens - NewEarth Permaculture Farming - NewEarth
Communites - NewEarth Free Zone (Trade &
Manufacture) - Humanitad QT-Pi free-energy systems.
Generate broad financing from investors as well as
local & international stakeholders in:
-

Meeting with the domestic television and national
radio agenceis to discuss inclusion within the
NewEarth Initiative. Setting into pre-production
the NewEarth Sierra Leone doumentary series:
“Building the New Earth in a Lost Paradise”.

Masterplanning and scale modelling. CGI animation
envisioning tjhe 3 year, 5 year and 10 year roll-out of
NewEarth Sierra Leone.
Establish NewEarth University and begin campaign
of awareness both domestically and on the
international stage via a television series. Collaborate
between NewEarth Media & Sierra Leone national
TV network to produce and syndicate the reality
show.

NewEarth Havens
NewEarth Permaculture Farming
NewEarth Communites
NewEarth Free Zone (Trade & Manufacture)
Humanitad QT-Pi free-energy systems

Begin the filming, ground-breaking, phase
development and manifestation of NewEarth Sierra
Leone. Begin the promotion of Sierra Leone as a
world-class destination of choice.
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closely

with

Sierra

Leone

government

and stakeholders to develop, manufacture and
commercialise a broad range of “Made In Sierra
Leone” product ranges:

central-

Inspection and contracted procurement of
the proposed NewEarth land-holding, facilities
and resources extended toward the initiative
partnership.

Meeting with relevant press and media agencies
via a press conference.

Work

-

Textiles & Fashion

-

Food & Nutrition

-

Traditional Arts & Crafts

-

Sustainable Modular Homes

-

Breakthrough Technologies

-

Sustainable Building Materials

-

Beauty & Medicinal Products

Work closely with the Sierra Leone government to
invite regional leaders into collaborative Summits
and Congresses to advance the NewEarth protocols
throughout Africa:
-

Technological Breakthrough Solutions

-

Health & Wellness Innovation

-

Sustainable Economics

-

Environmental Remediation

-

Social & Ecological Welfare

-

Natural Justice & Rule-of-Law

Exemplify the people and government of Sierra
Leone as a bold, progressive and enlightened
self-determining nation, whilst developing a worldclass travel & health tourism industry in Sierra
Leone.

a historic cooperative approach
I N T R O D U C T I O N
NewEarth offers the most well-researched, clearly defined and deliverable
full spectrum socio-economic, socio-political and ecologically-restorative
blueprint ever presented.
It is the culmination of two decades of endeavor by its founders working
with a planetary network of multi-disciplinary experts in the arts & sciences,
political & economic strategy, human-rights and technological inovation.
NewEarth offers an evolutionary platform upon which humanity may
collaborate in showcasing a collective vision for a sustainable world free of
war, disease and poverty.
The NewEarth Blueprint is a 100% deliverable model which invites conscious,
ethical, self-determining people in collaboration with national institutions
to establish environments which foster human & planetary well-being and
sustainable prosperity.
This model provides a pioneering foundation for human society by reexamining the principles that govern our existence and perceptions and
learning from the trials of history.
The New Earth Blueprint offers Sierra Leone a tailored agenda for
socio-economic prosperity as well as recognition by the international
community, whilst placing; a) the people, and; b) the land, as the core
beneficiaries. We greatly welcome working closely with the people of
Sierra Leone and their elected government.
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media & promotion for Sierra Leone
NewEarth Media proposes to work with Sierra Leone national TV
and Radio network, as well as with students of film and media,
to develop and then globally syndicate media products for the
international and domestic market.
The first media project which NewEarth media intend to produce will be
a one hour documentary designed to ignite international interest in the
Sierra Leone NewEarth Initiative entitled ‘Discovering NewEarth in a Lost
Paradise‘. It will exemplify Sierra Leones people, culture and traditional
heritage as well as spotlight the progressive intentions of it‘s government
and institutions.
Longer term media content will focus on the historic NewEarth Sierra Leone
project.....featured as a Reality Television Show.....following the project from
conception to fruition over 3+ years.
Furthermore NewEarth Institute welcome the opportunity of working with
the Sierra Leone national TV and Radio network to create round-the-clock
programing designed to support and accelerate domestic education and
knowledge-growth.
Our international fellowship of multi-disciplinary experts in all fields will be
invited into Sierra Leone to conduct workshops, symposiums, conferences
and field-studies. These events will be filmed, broadcast and archived
as a national (and international) repository of knowledge and wisdom for
generations to come.

Sierra Leone as promulgator of free & open civil-society based on natural justice & the rule of law

human sovereignty & natural law
Nothing is more essential to the manifestation of a new earth than the
recognition of our innate human condition - one of sovereign conscience
and free creative expression
To encourage a planetary society of responsible, self-determining
human beings, NewEarth has initiated a virtual nation – a fellowship of
world citizens founded in recognition of the primacy of human dignity,
environmental stewardship and natural law.
NewEarth offers an open invitation to progressive governments of the
world, and responsible members of the human family, to transition away
from scarcity-based systems introduced by Western imperial interests.
It supports the re-purposing of society toward creative enterprise in a
usury-free environment in order to manifest such prosperity, harmony
and self-determination.
It is time for progressive governments and members of civil society to
come together and enjoin solidarity in reclaiming human dignity and
prosperity from the grip of special-interests and the neo-colonialism of
modern central banking. Soverign nations must also be very cautious
of the interference of the multilateral institutions and their presumptive
control and manipulation.
Sierra Leone is well placed to lead Africa into it‘s long awaited
renaissance and in so-doing enjoy widespread support and acclaim
from the enlightened elements within our international community.

dr john walsh
chief-justice
international tribunal for natural justice

conflict resolution & mediation
By supporting one another, loving one another and serving one another,
we may finally liberate ourselves from the conflict paradigm in a lasting and
meaningful way. All NewEarth initiatives exist to fulfil this purpose.

people-powered justice

The ITNJ (International Tribunal for Natural Justice) is able
to assist with establishing mediation clinics with local
justices throughout Sierra Leone - in order to assist with the
decongestion of the Sierra Leone judicial system.

his grace bishop
riah el assal
Rt.

Episcopal Diocese Bishop
pf Jerusalem
truth & reconciliation commissionner

International Tribunal for Natural Justice

Addressing external conflict is nonetheless a fundamental aspect of social/
societal development, and one which must be appropriately addressed. In
2015, at Westminster Hall, NewEarth launched the International Tribunal
for Natural Justice, before an international diplomatic gathering, leading
international political observers and thousands of people across the globe,
for the purpose of realising equal rights and dignity for each member of the
human family.
The ITNJ is formatted according to internationally recognised conventions
regarding independence of the Judiciary and takes on landmark cases
which possess the potential to redress injustices on a global scale.
The ITNJ Committee enables the creation of ‘ITNJ Chapters’, specific to
local territories, whose purpose it is to facilitate the establishment, and
support the operation of, Constitutional people’s courts. The ITNJ proper
avails itself to the settlement of major issues, whilst the delivery of justice
in communities is placed back in the hands of responsible, empowered
community members.
The ITNJ welcomes any integration with Sierra Leone as the means by
which it may effectively deliver on its constitutional responsibility to its
people to protect and safeguard their security, peace and welfare.

zero point economics
One of the core principles of NewEarth is the recognition that individual
members within communities must enjoy the capacity to benefit from a
conscious exchange of value between and amongst one another.
Modern central banking and it‘s usurious practices have brought nothing
to Africa other than the systemic destruction of economic and social
welfare, whilst fostering the perpetuatinon of wars and conflicts.
NewEarth is proud to work with some of the worlds leading
economists including our Chief-Economist Dr Lawrence Brahm
(architect of the Himalayan Consensus and African Consensus).
Our economics brain-trust welcomes working closely with the
government and national institutions in order to advance a unique
economics model tailored to benefit the people and the land of
Sierra Leone.
The founding organisation of the NewEarth Project is Humanitad
Foundation. Humanitad produced the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals Awards at the UN General Assembly Hall and also
launched the Exemplar Zero Initiative at the UN promoting full-spectrum
sustainability through breakthrough technological innovations and
environmental remediation solutions. Humanitad founder Sacha Adams
Stone chaired the Global BEM (Breakthrough Energy Movement)
Congress in the USA and Europe.
The NewEarth Project benefits from this global network of scientists,
innovators and experts, many of whom will be invited to participate
directly in the Sierra Leone NewEarth initiative.

dr laurence brahm
newearth chief-economist
architect of ‘The African Consensus‘

NewEarth bio-architecture and built-environments work in alignment with nature - not against it
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environmental remediation
The NewEarth Integrated Biodiversity Conservation Plan facilitates the
creation of Community Protectorates where vast areas of the planet can be
protected from further degradation.
NewEarth possesses the capacity to deploy a vast array of technologies
and international experts to support the bio-remediation of areas adversely
affected by pollution and degradation.
NewEarth‘s founding organisation is the internationally recognised nonprofit Humanitad Foundation with an established record within the United
Nations IGO community and the international NGO community for fostering
and advancing environmental preservation and regeneration technologies
and practices.
Water pollution remediation, chemical spillages, toxic waste remediation,
even nuclear waste remediation, are all easily addressed once there exists
the will and political support of those in positions of influence and power.

Sierra Leone is well positioned to take regional leadership role in
this seminal arena of environmental stewardship and remediation.
NewEarth welcomes the opportunity to work closely with the
government and institutions of Sierra Leone in this vital arena of
planetary concern.

vinit allen
newearth institute fellow
renowned author of the Sustainable World Sourcebook

health & wellness
NewEarth venues offer the ideal environment for the multitude of
cures, treatments and technologies, which already exist for the many
conditions currently plaguing mankind, to be administered without fear of
reprisal. These autonomous healing environments also offer the perfect
opportunity to redress old-world attitudes toward health and wellness
by inviting a full-spectrum of proven healing practices often dismissed
by allopathic medicine. Sierra Leone‘s own healing methods and
traditional medicinal treatments will be catalogued and exemplified
in the NewEarth Initiative.
NewEarth healing centers address medicine and health from a
holistic perspective. Healing centers invite Health Ministries,
Universities and independent watchdogs to explore new and/or
previously suppressed solutions to the global decline in health,
ultimately eliminating degenerative diseases and chronic pain.
The entire NewEarth model addresses the need for a shift in attitude
towards health and wellness. Each human being becomes their own
health practitioner, understanding the nature and cause of illness and
disease, rather than only the symptoms. Thus, focus is drawn toward
their own maintenance of healthy minds, bodies and spirits, ensuring
healthy human beings need never visit a healing center or other medical
facility in the first place.

lewis montague
newearth director of health
newearth project international

A Sierra Leone NewEarth University will be planned to sit centrestage
of the NewEarth Initiative. Many of internationally renowned Fellows
in the healing and technological arts & sciences will be invited
as honorable visitors to Sierra Leone, to lecture and conduct
workshops as well as host press and media panels, symposiums
and conferences.

newearth clean water supply
NewEarth water purification and treatment technologies are the leading innovations in this vital sector, representing immediate solutions which are vastly
less expensive than any others available on the world market. Water can store
health-affirming frequencies as well as disease causing structures, organized
and stored in molecular clusters. We can bring its healing energy directly into
the body in order to provide greater health.
The purification and structuring of water into its fractal crystaline liquid state is
a long known, but rarely used science. Understanding the flow of water and its
response to environmental influences is vital in order to treat water in alignment
with nature‘s codes. Restructurising water through vortex technology (centripetal spin), thereby removing trace-toxins is a sure way to ensuring nation-wide
health. Fluoride itself is now being recognised globally as being one of the prime causes of cancer in the human body. It is insane that this chemical poison
is pumped into the municipal water supply in most cities and put into generic
products like toothpaste. Responsible governments (especially in the so-called
‘developing wolrld‘ must desist from promulgating such practices.
Sierra Leone is rich in water. But the challenge is in the distribution of clean and
healthy water without any harming negative charge or contamination. Unclean
water accounts for a high mortality rate in the country - NewEarth water technology solutions can and will eradicate this.
NewEarth‘s world-leading desalination and water purification will secure
and enable the enhancement of water quality in and around all its operations and will exchange practical knowledge with the local people and
institutions of Sierra Leone.
NewEarth Initiative‘s technology partner Worldwide Industries Water are the
developers of the worlds most efficient and cost effective water system.
The W3T can remove over 90% pure drinking water from raw sewage at the
same time as sterilizing the waste making it viable for agricultural use. Using
our sustainable water system will greatly reduce demand, clean up polluted
water sources making them viable human consumption, agriculture, stop the
spread of water infections and address many of the environmental stresses
associated with human habitation.

gender equality
The NewEarth model takes a fundamentally different approach to the
realisation of gender equality.
Gender equality ought to mean that each man and woman has equal access to that which they need to advance their own missions in life, which
are all too often gender specific. It is the role of culture to preserve what
is noble in a race and not what is ignoble. As it is the role of government
to ensure that natural justice and freedoms are married to the people
they are mandated to serve.
A man will never give birth to new life, and in recognition of this fact a
woman ought to be empowered to make her own choices rather than be
forced into masculine sensibilities. This is a foundation stone to natural
justice and foundational human-rights. Whilst local cultures must always
be respected there is often also an argument for cultures to transcend
aspects of their own nature. For example: Western cultures nowadays
are necessarily being forced to transcend their old traditions of imperial
domination and sequestration of wealth and power.

dounne alexander. MBE
commissioner
International Tribunal for Natural Justice

Women have the right to pursue traditionally masculine pursuits but this
does not mean that they ought to be forced to do so. When women
and men are equally empowered to pursue their own naturally inspired
paths, balance and harmony may at last be restored to suffering family
units, which will always be the basis of a prosperous and happy society.
Should Sierra Leone adopt this progressive perspective on gender
equality, it would undoubtedly result in its Agenda for Prosperity
enabling true equality and harmony amongst its citizenship.

permaculture & agni hotra
The principles and benefits of permaculture are long understood as
the most beneficial, low-impact way to produce food.
Properly implemented permaculture strategies significantly increase yields
and nutritional value over conventional methods. The amount of energy,
labour and water required to produce food by this method is negligible
compared to conventional farming.
Q-permaculture is the marriage between this recognized philosophy,
time-honoured local practices and a suite of complementary NewEarth
technologies and advanced growing modalities.
NewEarth farming technologies subject plants and seeds to processes that
induce or enhance fractal implosive energetic fields either prior to planting or
during growth, thereby enhancing the life force quotient, nutritional content
and quantity of the food produced. Technologies include:
t biological capacitors for seed storage;
t the use of vortex technologies, magnetic fields and crystal grids to
charge and return solubility to water prior to use for watering plants;
t geometric patterns created through precise positioning and distribution of plants to provide an enhanced growing environment;
t the use of rockdust and/or ormus.
The implementation of NewEarth permaculture methodologies in
Sierra Leone would provide a strong and lasting foundation for an
African agricultural & economic renaissance - to directly ameliorate continental poverty.

jeffrey smith
newearth institute fellow
Best-selling author & renowned pioneer of non-GMO foods

‘Made In Sierra Leone’
sustainable product ranges

new building methods & materials...
bio-resonance / hemp & bamboo
NewEarth leads the world in the science of Bio-architecture. This
pioneering discipline supports the inclusion of natural fractal (bio-resonant)
materials proven to augment our health & wellness.

fashion & textiles

curios / arts & crafts

beauty & medicinal products

sustainable building products

The science is very simple... a fractal material (usually a material which has
been electrically part of some real biology) has an electric field which is phaseconjugating. This means that it creates a field that allows the distribution and
compression of the charge to be efficient. This is why biological materials
have been shown to enhance seed germination, whereas square buildings
loaded with metal and non-fractal materials eventually destroy germinating
seeds as well as the human immune systems of those occupying them.
Crops such as hemp should be actively encouraged by every government
on earth, as they have the natural capacity to replace prohibitively expensive
and toxic (non-bioresonant) building materials such as concrete and steel.
NewEarth will work closely with Sierra Leone to industrialise such
crops and then develop, market and internationally distribute the
resultant ‘Made In Sierra Leone‘ product lines.
BELOW: photographs demonstrating the 100%+ growth factor of NewEarth charged

food & nutritional products

seeds versus non-charged seeds
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bio-architecture & building
natural design
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Architecture directly influences one’s state of mind and level of
awareness. The spaces we inhabit affect our emotions, biology,
health, and how we express and interact with one another.
Natural design is the application of design principles to the creation of
man-made spaces that honour the natural order, thereby enhancing
rather than diminishing one’s level of harmony with the natural world.
By honouring this natural order throughout its design philosophy.
NewEarth supports the manifestation of consciousness-enhancing
structures and developments that align with the design of the human
form.
Such structures generate a measureable field effect – a neg-entropic
implosive electrical field – that reorganises matter back to its natural
state. Meaning – buildings that heal their occupants at the cellular
level AND make for comfortable, well-appointed living spaces.
All components and infrastructures are integrated into selfsufficient systems designed to complement the surrounding natural
environment. These components mimic a natural ecosystem in their
own right, yet function as an integral part of the wider local ecosystem.

geomancy
Geomancy literally means, ”divining the Earth.” It is an art that involves
the harmonization of the subtle earth energies that flow throughout
the landscape. Many factors influence these energy grids: electricity,
magnetism, light, colour, heat, sound, matter and consciousness.
25

juan shlosser
director of bio-architecture
newearth institute

michael rice
newearth institute fellow
bio-architect
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smaller communities designed on zero-point micro-grids equate to a prosperous society.
decentralisation is proven to be the shortest path to empowering a healthy and creative society.
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education & learning
Education forms the backbone of every society. But modern education has
clearly failed both the citizenry of the world as well as both our institutions
and organs of governance. This is clearly proven by the fact that there is
more poverty, disease, environmental degradation, inequality, corruption
and violence in our world today than at any time in recorded history.
Something is wrong with the picture.
NewEarth Project has divined what is wrong and where the solutions lie in
restoring human dignity, planetary sustainability and social empowerment.
Exploring and questioning the basic ideas about education is paramount
to human evolution. A new ethic must be allowed to germinate in order
to transcend the problems which mire our global society, an ethic which
nurtures creativity and allows us to transcend the limits imposed by most
existing educational systems.
Offering guidance and inspiring wisdom is key if we are to release our
children from the psychological bonds of their forefathers.
Each must learn the fundamental laws of nature to experience the
interconnectedness and interdependency of life for themselves.
Through direct experience and connection to life and community (through
the encouragement of involvement in community projects which they
choose for themselves), children and young adults remain intimately
connected with the natural evolution of their communities.
NewEarth Project welcomes working closely with the national TV
and radio network and the national learning institutions, bringing
leading international multi-disciplinary experts to Sierra Leone in
order to exchange wisdom and knowledge-sharing.

newearth university
NewEarth University offers a full-spectrum learning community (online
& in physical community environments) purposed toward implementing
this new pedagogy.
NewEarth University houses an international fellowship of world-renowned luminaries, visionaries, wisdom-keepers and practitioners
from all walks of life - gathering to share their gifts and talents.

NEU has two primary functions:
1) to evolve a full-spectrum virtual resource repository as a library of
rich content to inform and aid all people of the world (including breakthrough, life-altering energy and technological design innovation blueprints and toolkits assimilated into the mainstream consciousness); and
2) to emerge as a global network of on-site community campuses established as learning platforms for the purpose of implementing the NewEarth ethos.
A proposed Sierra Leone NewEarth University will serve to anchor
a new paradigm of sustainable community-oriented lifestyle, work
and play.
All programs are offered through one of five ‘schools’, representing each
of the five earthly elements:
-

Natural Law & Sovereignty (Ether)

-

Environment & Economy (Earth)

-

Science & Design Innovation (Fire)

-

Health & Wellness (Water)

-

The Living Arts (Air).

dr nancy ash
newearth institute director
newearth project international

qt-pi - decentralizing power
an exclusive newearth proprietary technology offering

the most advanced free-energy system on earth
A Humanitad-protected innovator has developed a method of generating
electricity using high frequency AC current extracted from a created
magnetic field. Prototype units are currently in development and are
available for demonstration. Completed power units will be used for two
purposes:

harvesting energy

t Standalone generators of 2 kW (48 kWh per day) to 5 kW (96 kWh
per day) for home and small business applications.

The QT-Pi Generator is spinning the generated magnetic field to create
high frequency alternating current. This energy harvesting can be proven in third party results from the utility company and can be demonstrated and measured now with conventional voltage and amp meters.

t Power applications for electric cars as drive extension to 500 miles
or more between charges initially.

how does it work?

t Power applications for electric boats for extended boating time with
no cost of fuel.
t Power booster applications to increase power output of sources
such as wind, solar, etc.
The QT-Pi provides the ultimate ‘green energy’ solution as the
following occurs.
t No resources outside a starting battery are needed to generate
power. Connection to the grid is also available with roughly 3 times
the power output as input.
Continuous perpetual output......with no moving parts.
t No emissions, no toxic substances, and no harmful EMF’s.

The electron as a spherical vortex has an electric tension voltage of 511
kW (effective value) between its surface and its centre. We appear to
be moving electron fields through the QT-Pi, increasing their angular
velocity towards the centre.
The electrons, which started as spherical elementary vortices, are pulled
apart to vortex rings like planar discs. This concentration of energy to
the centre of the disc works like a black hole in space. The increased
spin can be measured by the use of a magnet measuring the increased
vibration rate at the centre of the vortex compared to the outside edge
of the vortex.
Sierra Leone is invited to be the world‘s first sovereign nation to
benefit from this paradigm-shifting technology.....offering it a historic opportunity to claim economic and social prosperity and selfdetermination.

newearth‘s qt-pi - products
QT-Pi Box
QT-Pi will begin operations in the B2B sector targeting those sectors with high
energy consumption. We seek to build a significant number of customers in the
first 6-18 month from operational start. These business services will be based
on an exclusive lease model of the QT-Pi (5 10 / 25 / 50 KW). The QT-Pi Box
product will have a robust design and come with full service and maintenance.

QT-Pi Egg
This B2B roll-out model will be accompanied by our QT-Pi consumer products
about 12-18 month after operational start. We expect to be offering 2 different
consumer products:
-

QT-Pi Egg2 (2KW)
QT-Pi Egg5 (5KW).

Both will be housed within an egg-shaped colour-changing led lamp with
remote control to manage colour settings (changing, stable, etc...). For future
models we plan to add additional features, ie: a loading doc for mobile phones,
computers, etc, a storage module including display (for music player) and
outlets for speakers.

The opportunity is at hand for Sierra Leone to become the first
African nation to obtain full energy independence AND adopt this
potentially infinite energy production capacity as the basis for a new
sovereign national reserve currency, thereby ending indebtedness
to the BIS, World Bank and other external organs which currently
control it‘s economic destiny..
Energy independence will ensure that Sierra-Leone takes the
lead in the so-called ‘developing‘ world delivering it‘s people
into abundance and out of Western colonial hegemony and debtenslavement.

newearth innovators and design partners intend to position sierra leone at the vanguard
of sustainable planetary visioneering....on land, in the air and upon the sea
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newearth sierra leone can serve to demonstrate how a zero-point social experiment
can become the signature of a propserous and abundant future for all of humanity
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eco-tourism & health tourism
NewEarth is becoming a popular planetary movement hub for conscious
seekers who are searching for ‘something more’ out of life. NewEarth
Havens aim to fulfil that need by marketing themselves as responsible, eco,
conscious and sustainable tourism experiences that promotes community
life. Our flagship NewEarth Haven opens in June 2016 in Bali, Indonesia.

This vast emergent sector of conscious eco-tourism is estimated at roughly
75% of travellers polled, all of whom want a “more responsible holiday
experience“ and are ready to explore concepts beyond the landscape of
simple sustainability ideas.

NewEarth can position and promote the Sierra Leone travel experience
as a world-class venue for health tourism. Spas & wellness clinics can
twin with treatment centres around the nation for cancer and malaria (two
of the biggest killers) amongst other ailments. Humanitad has a global
network of doctors, medical innovators and treatments successfully
treating illnesses which modern allopathic medicine fail to cure. BigPharmaceutical vested interests work hand-in-hand with the miltilateral
political institutions to crush medical innovation where it conflicts with vested
interests, to the detriment of all people of the world.

NewEarth Sierra Leone can therefore take centrestage in the pioneering
enterprise of breakthrough medical innovation and treatment and
benefit directly from the commercial exploitation of such breakthrough
innovations.

from unsustainable steel and concrete infrastructure to cheap, affordable sustainable living
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from havens to communities....
NewEarth Havens are bio-architected retreat developments which are back
dropped against idyllic natural environs, serving as stepping-stones toward
full fledged self-sustaining agrarian NewEarth communities.
They place strong emphasis on aesthetic beauty, cultural infusion and
health & well-being along with conscious commercial exchange and the
engendering of creative-community spirit.
NewEarth Havens extend an opportunity to land owners throughout the
world to create their own Haven project, offering a unique, eco-friendly,
sustainable and adventurous travel & tourism experience which directly
benefit the local community and host-nation.
NewEarth Havens offer a physical platform for ideas to spread, innovations to
incubate and flourish, and for advancements in science and consciousness
to breakthrough into the mainstream.
New Earth Haven serves as a prototype-bridge offering everything from a
glimpse, to a deep plunge into a new way of life.
It offers a perfect opportunity for incremental participation by Westerners
(expatriots) wishing to relocate part-of-the-year or permanently into a
more affordable, simplistic and life-affirming community environ...within a
NewEarth Community.

The cost-of-living index combined with favourable weather conditions
offers a laid-back lifestyle in Sierra Leone inviting thousands of
expatriots to invest their lives, their creative energy and financial
investments into a ‘life worth living‘ out of the rat-race and yet only a
short flight from most European cities.

a historic initiative which will ensure that the people and land of Sierra Leone remain as the beneficiaries
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contact
Sacha Adams Stone ................................... sacha@humanitad.org
Founder: Humanitad, NewEarth & ITNJ
Bishop Riah Abu el Assal ..................... mediation@humanitad.org
ITNJ Commissioner for Truth & Reconciliation
Robin DeMorgan | Human Liaison ................ robin@humanitad.org
Lewis Montague | Health & Wellness ............ lewis@humanitad.org
Dr. Nancy Ash | NewEarth Institute ............. nancy@humanitad.org
Sacha Adams Stone & Humanitad team at the

Tridib Nandy | Economics & Fintech ............. tridib@humanitad.org

UN Security Council in New York City

Michael Rice | Master Planner .................. michael@humanitad.org

Former rock-singer Sacha Adams Stone was born in
Zimbabwe. Founder of non-profit Humanitad & NewEarth
Project he produced the Millennium Development
Goals Awards at the UN General Assembly (above). He
also served as Director-General at the UN IGO (I.R.E.O)
Intergovernmental Renewable Energy Organisation.
He has for twenty years engaged at a high diplomatic
level and draws upon his wide network of celebrity, political, commercial, academic, theological & grass-roots
support to advance planetary initiatives. He has chaired
the Global Breakthrough Energy Movement Congress
in both the USA & Europe and is a well known humanrights activist as a broadcaster, film-maker and writer.
Lewis Montague, Sacha Stone, Bishop Samuel Ndanema, Amb.James
Gilmore (Liberia) and Mr Robin DeMorgan

